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LIST OF SYMOOLS 

e - Base of the natural logarithm 
e( t) - Potential difference 

f - Frequency 
f(t) - Function of time 

j - Imaginary number 
t - Time 
X - Distance or length 
A - Attenuation constant of bonding material 

Cg - Capacitance of ceramic strain gage 

CL - Capacitance of ceramic strain gage load 

F(s) Function in Laplace form 
G(s) - Transfer function in Laplace form 

Gg( s) - Transfer function of strain gage 

Gg (jw) - ~echanical impedance of strain gage 

I(s) - Input in Laplace form 
K - Ga ge factor or constant of the strain ga ge 
L - Length of strain gage 

O(s) - Output in Laplace form 
RL - Resistance of ceramic strain gage load 

T - Propagation time of strain gage 
Tb - Time constant of bonding material 

- Mechanical strain durationT0 

U( t) - Unit step function 
U(t-T) - Unit step displaced in time by T 

~ 1 - Input strain to strain gage 
~ - Strain indication of strain gage0 
Ep - Peak magnitude of strain 

>.. - Wave length 
~ - Velocity of propagation of mechanical strain 
uu - 2~ in radians per second 

9 - Phase angle 
~ ~(tU - 14place transform of a function 



TRANQFER FUNCTION ANALYSI S OF STRAIN GAGES 

DTTRODUCTION 

In most strain gage applications, it is assumed t hat 

the electrical output of the ga ge system is re lated to the 

strain input by a constant, this constant being determined 

from the gage factor and electrical circuitry associa t ed 

with the strain measuring system. I f the frequen cy char

acteristics of the system are considered , it has been gen

erally assumed that the strain gage has no effect and on l y 

t he associated circuitry is considered . However, if the 

wavelength or pulse duration of the strain input to the 

ga ge is comparable to the length of the gage, the shape, 

magnitude, and duration of the electrical output will be 

changed from that of the strain input. 

The following paper resulted from work enga ged i n by 

the author while at the Livermore Laboratory of the Sandia 

Corporation in Livermore, California. In evaluating a me

chanical shock-wave producing transducer using piezoelec

tric ceramic strain ga ges, mechanical shock duration s of 5 

microseconds were encountered (1, 1-30). Also, at the 

Albuquerque Laboratories of the Sand ia Corporation , short 

duration mechanical shook-waves were encountered when 

pressure waves from exploding wires were measured with 

strain gages (7, 1 and 5, 14-28 ) . Since the durations of 

the shock-waves encountered i n the work both at Livermore 

and Albuquerque were comparable to the length of the strain 
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gages used to measure the shock waves , an analysis of the 

strain gage r e sponse was necessary in the evaluation of 

the measurements. In the following paper, a method is 

developed whereby the response of a strain gage oan be 

determined for any type of input using the transfer func

tion method of analysis. 

TRANSFER FlmCTION CONCKPT 

A transfer function of a mechanical or electrical 

element is a mathematical expression that defines the dy

namic characteristics of the element in terms of the ratio 

of the output to the input of the element. To a systems 

engineer, a transfer function, O(s), is expressed in the 

form of the Laplace transform of the output to input ratio 

in which all initial values are considered to be zero (4, 

183-187} . Hence , 

O(s) =O(s)I(s) (1) 

where I(s) is the Laplace transform of the input , O(s) is 

the Laplace transform of the output, and G(s) is the trans 

fer function. 

The transfer function expresses the magnitude and the 

unit s required to relate the input to the output, and also 

it expresses the dynamic characteristics of the component 

in terms of its parameters (the electrical and mechanical 

physical properties). Often the transfer function is ex

pressed in terms of a block diagram as in Figure 1 . The 
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Input, Output, 

I(s) O(s) 

Figure 1 

Block Diagram of System Elements 
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output to input relationship is, 

O(s) =o1 (s) G2(s)I(s). (2) 

If the transfer function is general enough, consider

ing all of the parameters of the element, the transfer 

function will relate the output to input for all inputs 

over the entire frequency spectrum, including nonsinusoi

dal and nonperiodic inputs. Therefore, once a transfer 

function is written for a linear element , the operating 

characteristics of the element are completely defined . 

If the element exhibits nonlinear1ties over cert in 

ranges of input magnitudes or frequencies, exact mathemat

ical methods cannot be used to describe the transfer func

tion of the element . However, in many instances, approxi

mate transfer functions can be determined which hold over 

certain ranges of inputs of the device . 

Since there are a number of different types of strain 

gages, operating on the bases of many different physical 

phenomena , the author will not attempt to describe non

linearities encountered 1n strain ga ges. Nonlinearities 

do exist in some instances, and unless valid approxima

tions can be made, the derived transfer function of the 

transducer will not be correct. In the following paper, 

the strain gage will be assumed to be a linear device . 
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MECHAN ICAL TO ELECTRICAL TRANSFER FU. CT I ON 

Input-Output Derivat ion 

The transfer function of a mechan ica l or electrical 

element is usually determined by cons idering the r e lation 

ship of the output to the i nput of the element when ex 

cited by a known input . 

Consider a long duration strain pulse having a very 

short rise time propagating long the length of a strain 

ga ge. Figure 2a shows the successive positions at the 

pulse front as it moves along the length of the ga ge (2 , 

45 - 46). Since the output of the ga ge is the average of 

the strain along the length of the ga ge, the response of 

the ga ge is a ramp function as shown i n Fi gure 2c. T is 

the time for the leading edg e of the pulse to travel the 

entire length of the ga ge , and is given by the expression , 

T =1 . (3) 
]/ 

L is the length of the ga ge, and 1/ is the ve locity of 

propagation of the hoek- wave. 

The input is a step function as shown i n Fi gure 2b, 

with the time r e ference O, the time at which the leading 

edge of the shook -wave first arrives at the ga ge. The 

strain input, f i (t}, t o the ga ge can be expr seed as, 

(4) 

wh ere U(t) is defined as , 
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Figure 2a 
Pulse Motion Along Gage 
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Figure 2b 
Input to Gage 
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0 T 

Figure 2c 

Response of Gage 
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0 for t < 0 
U(t) = (5)

{ 1 for t > 0 . 

The respon e of the gage can be written as , 

( 0 {t) =E: P t U(t) - E p ( t -T )U( t-T) . (6 )-T T 

The function U(t-T) is a step function displaced by a time 

T and is defined as , 

O for t < T 
U(t-T ) = (3 , 155-180) . (7) 

1 for t >Tt
Applying the Laplace transformation to the input and 

output functions i n time , transforms the equations to: 

( 8 ) 

and 

f 0 ( s) =EP - E"p e - ST ( 3, 166 - 175 ) • ;,~o (9) 

~ s2T 

The transfer function of the gage ie then , 

-ST~ - ~e 
~ s~ , (10 )=---~---Ep 

s 

-:. The shifting theorem was applied to the 
output equation , which states: 

if ;[~<t>] = F(s}, 

then , 
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or 

1 - e -ST 
(11)T 

As an example of how the transfer function can be 

used to determine the output of a strain g ge, consider a 

strain pulse input of time duration T0 , Figure 3a, such 

th t 

(12) 

where x is tho distance the pulse travels during the time 

interval T0 . The input is 

(13) 

Performing the Laplace transformation, 

( i(s) =~ (1 _ e -ToS}. ( 14) 
8 

since, 

(15} 

then, 

E0 ( s) =~ (1 - e -Ts] ~ ( 1 - e -T o 16)5j . ( 
Multiplying, 

Eo(s} =~ {1 - e -TS- e -ToS + a - (T+To) S ). (17 ) 

T$2 

Taking the Inverse Laplace transform of the function 

E: 0 (s} yields, 
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E o(t) =~~U( t) • (t·T)U(t·T) 

-(t-T0 )U(t-T0 } + 

~ - CT-T0~ u [t - CT-T0 u}. ClBl 

If T = T0 , the output is a triangular function; and if 

T > T0 or T
0 

< T, the output waveform is a trapezoid 1 

function. Fi gures 3b, 3o , and 3d show the response wave

forms for the three oases (2 , 45-46). 

Even though the response of the strain gage to the 

pulse input does not have the same shape or duration as 

the pulse input , a number of characteristics of the input 

pulse can be evaluated from the response . For each case , 

the ~uration of the input, T0 , is t he difference between 

t he duration of the response and T. The duration of the 

response is equal to T + T0 • Also , for the oases where 

the input pulse duration was equal or greater than T, the 

peak value of the output equaled the peak value of the 

input. For the case where T0 < T, the peak input value was 

attenuated by a factor of To as is shown in Figure 3d. 
T 

From the previous example , it appears that even 

though the wavelength or pulse duration of an input 

strain is comparable to the length of the gage , much 

information can be extracted from tho response it the 

transfer function of the element is known . 
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fpr-------------------~ 

~----------------------~----------t
0 

Figure 3a 

Pulse Input to Gage 

Figure 3b 

Response of Gage for T0 > T 
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0 T 2T 

Figure 3c 

Response of Gage for T = T0 

ToE
T P 

0 T T + T 0 

Figure 3d 

Response of Gage for T0 < T 
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General Derivation 

Although, previously in the paper, the transfer func

tion of a strain gage wae derived from a particular known 

input-output response relation, the transfer function of 

the gage oan be derived knowing only the oharaoteristios 

or a strain gage. Consider any mechanical shook waveform, 

( i(t), arriving at the strain gage at time zero as shown 

in Figure 4. 

The output of the gage is the average strain along the 

length of the gage . For any time t less than T, the out

put of the gage is, 

(19) 

dti 
T 

Extending the analysis to include the oase where t > T, 

the area of the input function that has propagated past the 

gage must be subtracted from the integral ~tE 1 (t) dt. 

Only the average strain along the gage is the output of the 

strain gage (shown as a shaded area in Figure 4). The 

average output strain is, 
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0 t-T 
time 

t 

Figure 4 

Input Strain to Gage 
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, (20) 
t 

dt [ 
t-T 

where the integral , 

for t < T . (21) 

Since, 

and 

(22) 

then equation (20) can be expressed as, 

( 0 (t)= [~1(t) dt -1~1 ( t-T) U (t-T) dt 

. (24) 
T 

Taking the Laplace transform of equation (24), 

- STe (25) 

T 

or 
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( ( ) = € t ( s) (1 - e-ST) (26}o s ST • 

The transfer function of the strain gage is then 

E0 ( s) _ 
Ei(s) - s\t (1 - 6 -ST) , (27) 

which is identically equal to equation (11} found from an 

input-output response relationship. 

STEADY-STATE SINUSOIDAL ANALYSIS 

One of the most important types of excitation func

tions in engineering applications is the periodic sinusoi

dal function; and therefore it is of interest to consider 

the transfer function of the ga~e when excited sinusoi

dally. Even when the excitation is not sinusoidal, it can 

be decomposed into its Fourier components, and hence the 

response of a line r system or component to nonsinuso idal 

excit tions can be expressed as a superposition of its 

responsesto the sinusoidal components. 

To determine the "mechanical imped nee" of the strain 

gage , the quantity j tv is substituted for S in the transfer 

function of the gage (4, 104-107). The relationship, 

Complex Amplitude of =( Complex Mechanical Imped nee)
Steady-State Rosponse at Pxcitation Frequency 

Amplitude of Periodic )
( Sinusoid 1 Input (28) 

then holds {3, 206-208). 

X 
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Substituting j w for S 1n equation (27), 

Mechanical = 1 (l _ 8 -jwT) . (29)
Impedance JWT 

''ult iplying equation (29) by j results in , 

Eo(J.u) :::..!.. (-j + je - jwr) . (30)
E1 (jw) w T 

Since by Euler's equation 

e - j wT = oos w T - j s1n w T , (31) 

then equation (30) can be expressed as, 

Eo< j w ) - 1 [ J
Ei(jw) -WT sinwT i- j (cos w T- 1~ ( 32) 

Putting equation (32) in polar form, 

E o ( j w) - 1 J 2 2Ei(jw) -WT sin W T + (cos w T - 1) 

and retaining only the magnitude of the impedance, 

Then , 

(35) 

The final result is, 

Eo( j w) 
Ei ( j w) 

- 2 
- WT 

sin w 'r 
2 1 (36) 

and the polar angle or phase shift from equation (32) is, 
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1 ( 1 - cos w T) 9 == Tan - - ...._..:--;...;.....;;-=-.-. (37)sin w T • 

Equation (36) can be expressed in terms of the wave

length of the input and the length of the strain gage . 

Substituting 2~f for w, ~ for f, and L for T, equation 
>-. v 

{36) becomes, 

(38 ) 

Both equations (36) and (38) are of the form of t he func

tion Sinu TJ Figure 5 shows the amplitude of the mechan 

leal i mpedance ver sus L , or the ratio of the gage length
A 

to the wavelength of the input function. For a 0 .5 inch 

long strain gage mounted on steel, the response will drop 

off approximately 10 percent at an excitation frequency of 

100 kilocycles (wavelength of approximately 2 inches). 

Hence, the attenuation of the input to a strain gage is not 

noticeable until the wavelength and gage length are compa

rable. 

EXTENSION OF TRANSFER FUNCTION CON CF.Pr 

Up to this point in the paper only the mechanical to 

electrical transfer function of the strain gage has been 

considered, but the analysis can be extended to include the 

electrical transfer function from the gage output to an 
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Figure 5 

Amplitude of Mechanical Impedance 
of Strain Gage versus the Ratio 
of Gage Length to Wave Length 

2.0 
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output signal. As an example, the complete transfer func

tion of a barium titanate ( Ti03 ) piezoelectric ceramic 

strain gage will be developed. This type of strain gage 

has number of characteristics which make it very useful 

for mechanical shook- ave measurements (1, 1•30 and 5, 14

28 ). The advantages of the ceramic type strain gage i n 

shock measurements are: 1 ) the gage dimensions can be 

made comparatively small, and 2) the s nsitivity of the 

ceramic type of strain is very large. 

A piezoelectric ceramic strain gage consists of a 

piece of ceramic material with silvered surfaces along the 

length and on both sides of the ga ge (Reference 6) . When 

the gage is strained along its length, an electrica l charge 

difference is produced between opposite sides of the gage, 

and is proportional to the strain of the gage. The elec

tric 1 output is made available !or measurement by attach

ing leads to the two surfaces. Electrically, the ceramic 

gage looks like a charge generator in parallel with a ca-, 

p citor, Fi gure 6a (unstressed the gage is essentially a 

parallel plate capacitor}. 

Assuming that the dimensional changes of the gage when 

strained are such that the change 1n capacitance can be 

neglected, an electrical potential, e1(t), is produced 

across the terminals of the gage, and 

( 39) 
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Figure 6a 

Equivalent Circuit of Ceramic Strain Gage 

Cg 
~------~~(-------------0 

+ 

Figure 6b 

Thevenin's Equivalent Circuit of 
of Ceramic Strain Gage 

c 

+ 

Figure 6c 

Equivalent Circuit of Gage 
and Measuring Circuit 
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Applying Thevenin's theorem, the equivalent circuit becomes 

a voltage generator 1n series with the capacitance of the 

gage , Figure 6b . 

Including the i mpedance of the cable from the gage to 

the measuring instrument and the impedance or the indi

cating device , the entire electrical equivalent is shown 

1n Figure 6c. Writing the nodal equation for the output 

potential, e0 (t), in Laplace transform notation, 

E 0 (s) + E 0 (s) (SCL) + ~0 (a) - E1(a~ (SCg ) = 0. (40) 

RL 

Solving for the transfer function , 

E 0 ( s) 
(41)E. =-1.;.,(,....s""'") 

Combining mechanical and electrical transfer func

tions, the resulting block diagram is shown in Figure 7, 

where K is a constant relating the strain i n the gage to 

the charge output. The transfer function of the entire 

strain measuring system is, 

= (1 - e - ST) ~ (42) 
ST L! 

To make the transfer function complete, the bonding 

between the gage and material in which the strain is being 

measured must be considered. The bonding would ppear in 

the transfer function as a phase lag , I A (4 , 270
+- TbS 

294 and 352-361); where A is an attenuation constant with 



(i ( s) 
l - e -ST 

ST 

E0 (s) Q(B) lEi ( s) 
SCgRL

" K , l 
Cg U·RL( r.g+CL) S 

E0 (s) 
.... 

Figure 7 

Block Diagram of the Strain Measuring System 

N 
N 
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magn itude near unity; and Tb is the time constant of the 

bond, and a function of the type of cement used and the 

surface to hich t he gage is bonded. Assuming that the 

time constant of the bonding is small in comparison to the 

rest of the system and that A is un ity, a Bode plot (curve 

of gain and phase shift versus frequency of a system when 

excited with a sinusoidal input) of the cerami c gage strain 

measuring system is shown in Fi gure 8 (4, :316- 344} . 

Although the preceding example developed the transfer 

function of the ceramic strain ga ge system, the same form 

of analysis can be used to develop the transfer functions 

of resistive wire or semiconductor gages. Knowing the 

transfer function of the entire strain measuring system, 

it is then possible to reconstruct the input to the system 

for any measurable output . 

SUMMARY 

In most applications of strain gage transducers, the 

frequency spectrum of interest is such t hat any attenuation 

in the strain ga ge can be neglected. However, investiga 

tions by the Sand ia Corporation a nd work in accelerometer 

calibrations (2, 41-46) has necessitated evaluation of the 

frequency characteristics of strain gages . Previous inves

tigators considered only sinusoidal excitations or partic 

ular pulse inputs, but the transfer function method of 
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analysis has a number of advantages over other methods of 

describing a component's or system's operation. 

The output of a system is related to the input of the 

system by an algebraic expression, permitting simple mathe 

matical manipulation of the transfer functions of the ele

ments comprising the system. Also, the identity of each 

element or component and its input and output can be re

tained. A system can be analyzed by sinusoidal excitation, 

decomposing periodic inputs into Fourier components; but 

for nonper1od1c waveforms, it is necessary to use the meth

ods of Fourier integrals and the use of the inverse Fourier 

transforms {3, 121-154). However , the Laplace transfer 

function relates the output to the input for the general 

case (nonainusoidal and nonperiodic) . To determine a sys

tem's response to sinusoidal excitation, a simple subst .i

tution into the general transfer function gives the steady

state response of the system. 

In particular the transfer function analysis of a 

strain gage and associated circuitry provides much useful 

information, both in the analysis and synthesis of a strain 

measuring system. Knowing the expected input to a system 

(pulse shape, duration, and magnitude), a nd having a gen

eral transfer function of the strain measuring system pro• 

vides for a better engineered system. Maximum sensitivity 

and maximum frequency response or any type of strain gage 

are in opposition: the longer the gage , the greater is 
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the output for slo1ly varying strains, but the longer the 

gage, the poor er is the system's high frequency response . 

I deally for short duration mechanical shocks , the strain 

ga ge should have zero dimensions . 

For a particular application where the frequenc y char

acterist ics of the strain ga ge must be considered , an opti

mum length and type of strain gage can be determined much 

more readily from the ga ge transfer function than from 

other method s of analysis . For example, if the rise time 

of a mechanical shock wave was of particular i nterest , the 

sensitivity of the system mi ght be s a crificed for a more 

accurate measurement of the rise time . 

I n the analysis of the output of a strain measuring 

system, the input to the strain ga ge can be reconstructed 

by dividing the Laplace transform of the output by the 

transfer function of the system, 

O(s)
I (e) =GTiT (43 ) 

and taking the i nverse Laplace transform of the quotient . 

The accuracy of the reconstructed input to the system will 

depend upon how closely a mathema t ical a pproximation can 

be made for the out put of the system , upon how readily the 

inverse Laplace transform of I (s) can be taken , and upon 

the accuracy of the readout equipment of the system. Also , 

such factors as signal - to- noise ratio must be considered. 
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I f the mechan ical shook duration is much shorter than the 

time for the shook wave to propagate the length of the 

ga ge, the output of the system may be obscured by extrane

ous noise in the system 

It the propagation time along the gage and pulse du

ration of a mechanical shock- wave are comparable, sever al 

characteristics of the input to a strain gage can be deter

mined without reconstructing the input: 

1) The duration of the input pulse is equal to the 

difference of the response duration and the time for the 

mechanical shock- wave to propag te the length of the gage. 

2) If the rise time or fall time of the output signal 

equals the rise time or fal l time of the strain gage, the 

rise ttme or fall time of the input is equal or less than 

the rise time or fall time of the output . 

The validity of either the synthesis or analysis of a 

strain measuring system depends upon the linearity of the 

system. If approximations can be made for any nonlinear

ities existing in the system, approximate transfer func

tions can be developed , wh ich would be valid over known 

ranges of inputs . 
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In the development of a mechanical shock-wave produc 

ing transducer, a abort-duration large magnitude current 

was passed through a wire in erted through a hole in an 

aluminum pressure bar . A mechanical shock-wave was pro

duced in the pressure bar as a result of the eddy currents 

induced in the pressure bar, and the current through the 

w1r {dF = Idl x B) . To measur th mechanical shook-wave 

produced in the pressure bar , a 3/4 inch long ceramic 

strain gag~ was mounted 6 inches from the current carrying 

wire. 

Referring to Figure Al (the electrical output of the 

ceramic gage system), the initial output was due to elec

trical noise induced in the strain measuring system from 

the current discharge. After 30 mic~oseconds of time, the 

mechanical shook-wave propagating at velocity of approx

i tely 2 x 106 inches per second traveled the 6 inches 

from the wire to the strain gage. Tho first pulse at 30 

microseconds was the electrical output of the strain gage , 

and the following signals were duo to electrical ringing 

in the system (40 microseconds after the current discharge) . 

The propagation time, T, for the 3/4 inch long gage was 

3.8 microsecond , and the duration of the output pulse was 

9 microseconds. Since the propagation time and the duration , 

of tho mechanical ehock-w ve were comparable, the wave-shape 

of the output of the system was different from that of the 

input. 
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Vert: 0.02 volts per division 
Hor1z: 10 microseconds per division 
L = 3/4 ln., Cg = 1700 pf., RL =1 megohm, CL = 125 pf. 

Figure Al 

Output of Ceramic Gage Mounted 
on Pressure Bar 
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Without reconstructing the input to the system, several 

oharaoterist1cs of the input mechanical shook-wave can be 

determined. The duration of the input is the difference be

tween the duration of the output and the propagation ti~e; 

or for the case in question, the durat ion of the shock-wave 

was approximately 5 microseconds. Also, both the rise time 

and fall time of the shook -wave were less than 3.8 micro

seconds, the propagation time of the gage. To obtain any 

further information on the mechanical shock-wave, either 

the input could be reconstructed using the transfer func

tion of the gage, or the length of the ceramic gage could 

be decreased, improving the frequency response of the sy 

tem at the sacrifice of the sonsit1v1ty of the system. 




